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Introduction 

 
Conspiracy? What Conspiracy! 

(Jefferson, Disraeli, Jackson, Wilson, 
McFadden, Kennedy) 

 



If the idea of “governmental conspiracies,” 

“shadow government,” “the power behind 

the curtain,” type thinking is new to  you, 

and you feel rather skeptical towards such 

things, then consider the following quotes 

from US presidents and congressmen, who 

were in a position to  know whether such 

“behind the scenes” powers were real or not.  

 

Mayer Amschel Rothschild (archetypal 

MEjew bankster) 

 

“Give me control of a nation’s money and I 

care not who makes its laws.” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4x-

cHySUlwI (1h/54m/50s) 

 

Gutele Schnaper (wife of Mayer Amschel 

Rothschild) 

 

“If my sons did not want wars, there would 

be none.”  



 

William Guy Carr (writer) 

 

“Copies of the Illuminati conspiracy were 

sent to the heads of church and state. The 

power of the Illuminati was so great that the 

warning was ignored.” 

 

William Guy Carr “Pawns in the  Game” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4x-

cHySUlwI (1h/56m/23s) 

 

President Wilson (was bribed by the MEjew 

banksters to pass the Federal Reserve Act in 

1913.) Wilson did not understand banking or 

economics, and was easily fooled by his 

right hand advisor, Colonel House, a MEjew, 

into signing the bill that over a century 

destroyed the US with debt. Wilson 

gradually came to feel that he had done 

something terribly wrong in signing the 

Federal Reserve act, as the following quote 

shows. 



 

“Some of the biggest men in the United 

States, are afraid of somebody, are afraid of 

something. They know there is a power 

somewhere so organized, so subtle, so 

watchful, so interlocked,  so complete,  so 

pervasive, that they had better not speak  

above their breath, when they speak  in 

condemnation of  it.” President Woodrow 

Wilson, “The  New  Freedom” 1914.  

 

I took this quote from a YouTube video by 

Jim Maars, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_XmJW2k 

 

President Fanklin D. Roosevelt 

 

“The real truth of the matter is, as you and I know, 

that a financial element in the large centers has 

owned the government ever since the days of Andrew 

Jackson.” Letter of Nov. 23 1933. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_XmJW2k 

 

NYC Mayor John Hylan, 



 

“The real menace to our Republic is the 

invisible government which is like a giant 

octopus. At the head of the octopus are the 

Rockefeller Standard Oil interests and a 

small group of powerful banking bosses 

generally referred to as the international 

bankers.” NYC Mayor John Hylan, 1922. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_XmJW2k 

 
Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal, 

 
“These men are not incompetent or stupid. 

They are crafty and brilliant. If they were 

merely stupid, they would occasionally 

make a mistake in our favor.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_XmJW2k 

 

Reginald McKenna (?) 

 

“Those who control the credit of a nation, 

direct the policy of governments, and hold in 



the hollow of their hands the destiny of the 

people.” 

 

Carroll Quigley (?)  

 

“The powers of financial capitalism had 

another far-reaching aim, nothing  less than 

to  create a world system of financial control  

in private hands able to dominate the  

political system of each country and the  

economy of the world as a whole. This 

system was to be controlled in a feudalist 

fashion by the central banks of the world 

acting in concert, by secret agreements 

arrived at in frequent meetings and 

conferences.” 

 

Joseph P. Kennedy (father of JFK) 

 

“Fifty men have run America and that’s a 

high figure.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_XmJW2k 

 



John Fitzgerald Kennedy (JFK) (US 

President) (JFK’s famous Conspiracy speech) 

 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, The very word 

secrecy is repugnant in a free and open 

society, and we are as a people inherently 

and historically opposed to secret societies, 

to secret oaths and secret proceedings. Even 

today, there is little value in ensuring the 

survival of our nation if our traditions do not 

survive with it, and there is very grave 

danger, for we are opposed around the world 

by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that 

relies primarily on covert means for 

expanding its sphere of influence, on 

infiltration instead of invasion, on 

subversion instead of elections, on 

intimidation instead of free choice, on 

guerillas by night instead of armies by day. 

It is a system which has conscripted vast 

human and material resources into the 

building of a tightly knit, highly efficient 

machine that combines military, diplomatic, 



intelligence, economic, scientific and 

political operations. Its preparations are 

concealed,  not published. Its mistakes are 

buried, not headlined. Its dissenters are 

silenced, not praised. No expenditure is 

questioned, no rumor is printed, no secret is 

revealed, but I am asking your help in the 

tremendous task of informing and alerting 

the American people for I have complete 

confidence in the response and dedication of 

our citizens whenever they are fully 

informed, confident that with your help, man 

will be what he was born to be, free and 

independent.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4x-

cHySUlwI (at 1h/51m/10s) 

 

Bill Meyers (US Journalist) 

 

“Secrecy is the freedom the zealots dream of, 

no watchman to check the door, no 

accountant to check the books, no judge to 

check the law. The Secret Government has 



no constitution. The rules it follow are the 

rules it makes up.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_XmJW2k 

 

John Kenneth Galbraith (economist) 

 

“The study of money, above all other fields 

in economics, is one in which complexity is 

used to disguise truth or to evade truth,  not 

to reveal it.” 

 

Century of Enslavement, The History of the 

Federal Reserve 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IJeem

TQ7Vk 

 

Ben Bernanke (Fed Chairman) 

 

“Regarding the Great Depression, you’re 

right, we did it, We’re very sorry. But 

thanks to you, we won’t do it again.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IJeem

TQ7Vk 



 

Sir Josiah Stamp (President of the Bank of 

England in the 1920's) 

 

"Banking was conceived in iniquity and was 

born in sin. The Bankers own the earth. 

Take it away from them, 

but leave them the power to create 

deposits, and with the flick of the pen they 

will create enough deposits to buy it back 

again. However, take it away from them, 

and all the great fortunes like mine 

will disappear and they ought to disappear, 

for this would be a happier and better world 

to live in. But, if you wish to remain the 

slaves of Bankers and pay the cost of your 

own slavery, let them continue to create 

deposits." 

http://quotes.liberty-

tree.ca/quote_blog/Josiah.Stamp.Quote.69B

B 

 

Chris Everard 



 

“The American and British war machines 

are commanded by men who have all sworn 

allegiance to the murderous demon gods of 

the Illuminati. They are sacrificing the lives 

of your sons and daughters on the altar of 

the all seeing eye.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4x-

cHySUlwI 

 

Ariel Sharon (former Prime Minister of 

Israel) 

 

“We, the Jewish people, control America, 

and the Americans know it.” 

http://www.intifada-

palestine.com/2009/05/ariel-sharon-we-the-

jewish-people-control-america-and-the-

americans-know-it/ 

 

 

New World Order (NWO) Quotes 
 



The quotes that follow are from prominent 

figures who are pushing for the 

establishment of an 

Illuminati/CFR/Bilderberg/Trilateral 

sponsored New World Order (NWO), i.e. a 

global government under control of the 

MEjew central banksters and their cronies, 

i.e. a MEjew corporate dictatorship of the 

planet. 

 

Ben Gurion (1
st
 Prime Minister of Israel) 

 

(find quote stating his desire to see the 

MEjews rule the world from Jerusalem as 

world capital, says David Duke) 

 

David Rockefeller (US MEjew Bankster, 

founder of the CFR (Council on Foreign 

Relations) 

 

“We are grateful to The Washington 

Post, The New York Times, Time magazine 

and other great publications whose directors 



have attended our meetings and respected 

their promises of discretion for almost forty 

years. … It would have been impossible for 

us to develop our plan for the world if we 

had been subject to the bright lights of 

publicity during those years. But, the world 

is now much more sophisticated and 

prepared to march towards a world 

government. The supranational sovereignty 

of an intellectual elite and world bankers is 

surely preferable to the national auto-

determination practiced in past centuries.” 

http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/David_Rockefe

ller 

 

George Herbert Bush (Bush Snr.) (US 

President) 

 

“We have before us the opportunity to forge 

for ourselves and for future generations a 

new world order -- a world where the rule of 

law, not the law of the jungle, governs the 

conduct of nations. When we are successful 



-- and we will be -- we have a real chance at 

this new world order, an order in which a 

credible United Nations can use its 

peacekeeping role to fulfill the promise and 

vision of the U.N.'s founders.”  

 

http://www.historyplace.com/speeches/bush-

war.htm 

 

The Essential ME-jew Crime 
 

The greatest crime committed by the ME-

jews is their creation of central banks 

around the world that structurally rob the 

world’s population of trillions of dollars a 

year, i.e. about half our taxes. From this 

massive theft follows most of their other 

massive crimes against humanity that this 

book lists and explains. 

 

However, the core crime,  the greatest crime, 

is structural theft of the taxes of the general 

public, so it is essential that readers 



understand  this crime, then  get angry, pass 

on the message to their friends, and finally 

get political, throwing out the ME-jews, by 

legal prosecution. If the legal route fails, 

then probably vigilante groups will be 

established that will assassinate them 

illegally. 

 

Here, in essence, is a simplified explanation 

of the greatest of the ME-jew crimes. It is 

directed at the US, but each country with a 

ME-jew central debt bank, operates in a very 

similar way. 

 

“To pay for its deficit spending (i.e. 

spending  not paid for by ordinary taxes), 

the US government issues bonds (IOUs) to 

the Fed (i.e. private Jewish banks) which 

“pays” for them with dollar notes that it 

prints out of thin air. The government then 

taxes its population to pay back the Fed the 

amount lent (i.e. the principal) PLUS 

interest (which is pure theft by these private 



Jewish Fed member banksters). 

Alternatively, the government could print its 

own notes and  have its population pay back 

with taxes, ONLY the principal. 

So, symbolically,      

Debt principal + interest –> (Jewish) Fed 

rather than                 

Debt principal –> (Government) Treasury 

 

In practice, this means that about a third to a 

half of your tax dollars end up in the pockets 

of private ME-jew central banksters, i.e. 

theft on a massive scale. 

 

These ME-jew central banksters can then 

use this money to commit other major 

crimes, which this book explains at length. 

To give you a foretaste, here are some of the 

other major ME-jew central bankster crimes 

- 

 



• Promoters of world wars (WW1, 

WW2). ME-jews central banksters can 

afford to lend fortunes to governments 

to buy arms and pay soldiers. They can 

easily bribe politicians to do their 

bidding, e.g. Hitler, Churchill, 

Roosevelt, Stalin, to generate WW2. 

 

• Generators of economic depressions, 

ME-jew central banksters control the 

money supply, so at first they make it 

plentiful, generating a boom, then 

make it scarce, generating a depression. 

The ME-jew central banksters then 

buy up bankrupted assets at pennies on 

the dollar and become even richer. 

 

• Generators of Inflation. MEjew 

central banksters create money out of 

thin air, and add it to the current 

money supply. So more dollars are 

chasing the same number of goods and 

services, causing inflation (price 



increase). Today’s dollar will buy you 

something that would have cost about 

2 cents in 1913, when the ME-jew Fed 

was set up. That is, the dollar has lost 

about 50 times it purchasing power. 

For those given the new money (ME-

jew central banksters, and the 

government) their purchasing power 

increases. Those “at the end of the 

pipeline” see prices go up, so they 

become poorer. Inflation transfers 

wealth from the poor to the rich. It is 

theft.  

 

• Destroyers of Countries. To pay the 

interest on government debt, the 

government borrows more money 

from the ME-jew central bank, which 

in turn has to be paid back with 

interest in the future. The ME-jew debt 

money system is thus a Ponzi (pyramid) 

scheme that has to fail when the 

country goes bankrupt. America is 



now almost bankrupt. It is on its last 

legs, after a century of ME-jew central 

bankster massive exploitation. The 

ME-jew central banksters have 

committed Americide, even Globicide. 

 

 
Part 1 

 
HISTORY 

 
a) Superior Ashkenazi Jewish 

Intelligence 
 
b) History’s Most Hated People 
 
c) History of MEjews, Khazaria 
 
d) Origins of MEjew AntiGoyism 

 
e) (Architypal) MEjews (Rothschilds, 

who were Kabbalists) created the 



Secret Societies of the Freemasons, 
and the Illuminati 

 
f) Some Fighters of the ME-jews 

(Jefferson, Jackson, Lincoln, 
McFadden, Ford, Mullins, Irving, 
Duke) 

 
Part 2 

 
MEjew CRIMES AGAINST 

HUMANITY 
 

a) MEjew Protocols of Zion 
 
b) MEjew Domination of the US (as in 

Germany in the 1920s) 
 
c) MEjew Central (Debt) Banks 

 
d) MEjew Central Banksters Have 

Created a Monetary Ponzi (Pyramid) 
Scheme that Must Fail and Bring 



Down the US when the Dollar 
Crashes 

 
e) MEjews Keep the Planet Poor 
 
f) MEjews Have Killed Indirectly over 

200 Million people in the 20th 
Century 

 
g) MEjew Banksters Create Debt and 

Taxes 
 

h) MEjew Banksters Transfer Wealth 
to Themselves and their 
Governments 

 
i) MEjews and Fractional Reserve 

Banking 
 

j) MEjew Banksters Rig Markets, 
Distorting Them 

 



k) MEjew Banksters Control 99% of 
US Derivates ($1.5 Trillion) which 
Can Crash the Planet (J.P. Morgan, 
Bank of America, City Bank, 
Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
OrDuMZ-8srQ 

 
l) MEjew Rothschilds Have Controlled 

the Vatican Finances (as Sole Fiscal 
Agent of the Vatican Empire) since 
1824 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
FNg6xwwc48Y 

 
m) MEjew Generation of Major Wars 

 
n) MEjew Neocons Control US 

Military Policy of Constant Wars 
 

o) MEjew Neocons have an ideology of 
dominating the world. But Israel (i.e. 
the Rothschilds, who own 80% of 



Israel, and its politicians) owns the 
US government and its foreign 
policy. So the MEjew Neocons use 
the US to achieve the ultimate goal 
of the Rothschilds, of controlling  the 
world from Jerusalm, the old 
Kabbalistic prophecy (that the 
Rothschilds believed in all along.) 
The US is merely a tool to the 
MEjew Kabal. 

 
p) MEjew Neocons and US Military 

“Full Spectrum Dominance” First 
Strike Policy Against Russia and 
China 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
7pP4lZXhmfk) 

 
q) MEjew Takeover of Countries (e.g. 

Germany and the US) 
 

r) MEjew Control of US Dept of 
Homeland Security, US Treasury, 



National Security Agency (NSA), 
Central  Intelligence Agency (CIA), 
Department  of  Defense (DoD), 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
(main instrument for western 
MEjew central  banksters to loot the  
world), World Bank (WB), Rating 
Agencies 

 

s) MEjew Control of the Exchange 
Stabilization  Fund (ESF) which is 
More Powerful  than  the Fed 

 

t) MEjew Corruption of the CFTC 
(Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission) which now turns a 
blind eye to the Fed and NY MEjew 
bank market manipulations 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
QjlcYQHhVFc 

 



u)  

 

v) MEjew Banksters Steal US’s Fort 
Knox Gold Holdings under Clinton 
Administration 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
fG7LnU2dK5c) 

 
w) MEjew Control of the Exchange 

Stabilization  Fund (ESF) 
 

x) MEjew Suppression Extortion of 
Critics of MEjewry via the ADL 
(Anti Defamation League) 

 
y) MEjew Plans to Crash the World 

Economy and Install a Fascist State 
(New World Order (NOW)) 

 
z) MEjew Banksters Created $1.5 

Quadrillion World Market in 
Derivatives, so when it Collapses, the 



World Economy, a Mere $70T a 
Year (20 Times Smaller), will be 
Crushed; J.P. Morgan’s Derivatives 
Alone are Worth one Global Annual 
Product ($70T). Derivatives of 3 
main types, 1) credit default swaps 
(CDS) (an insurance contract 
against default of a corporate bond 
or mortgage bond, i.e. bond 
insurance against default, but 
traded 100s of times; 2) interest rate 
swap, i.e. a short term swap vs. a 
long term swaps on bonds. Now 
stuck on 0% interest rates. Cant get 
out of it. With 0% can feed the short 
term swap with free money and 
convert it into long term bond 
demand. (a risky form of self dealing 
fraud, because creates a vacuum 
that big banks must fill. US gov, Fed, 
JP Morgan do this) 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
oB9ZMKqNg6A  study this video!) 3) 



Collateralized Debt Obligations 
(CDOs) (aka leveraged squared 
instruments) (derivative an 
instrument that derives its value 
from the value of a different asset. 4) 
Forex currency swap (EU) Real 
economy is dependent on asset 
bubbles created by derivatives. 

 
aa) MEjews control the ESF (US 

exchange stabilization fund, which 
controls all markets in the world 
using derivatives) 

 
 

bb) MEjews Bribe Politicians to Accept 
International Tax Havens for 
MEjew Controlled Companies 

 
cc) MEjew US Exploitation of the 

World with Dollar International 
Reserve Currency, and the 
PetroDollar 



 
dd) MEjew Control of the Military 

Industrial Complex, Promote 
Perpetual Profitable Wars 

 
ee) MEjew Banksters, Neocons, etc Will 

Probably be  Responsible for a US 
Civil  War between the MEjews and 
their Militarized Police Forces (DHS, 
Fema Camps, Stockpile of Billions of 
Hollow Tipped Bullets, Millions of 
Plastic Coffins, etc) and the US 
Patriots, who Want a Return to the 
Constitution. 

 
 

ff) MEjews Siphon off Billions into 
Military “Black Ops” Projects 

 
gg) MEjew Control  of the CIA 

 



hh) MEjew False Flag Mass Murders, 
9/11, Pretext for Theft of Iraq Oil 
and Creation of Police State 

 
ii) MEjew Shills and Disinformationists 

 
jj) MEjew Suppression of Science (e.g. 

J.P. Morgan against Tesla) 
 

kk) MEjew Generation of Depressions 
 

ll) MEjew Holocausters 
 

mm) MEjews and the Theft of Palestine 
 

nn)   MEjews Suppress Criticism of 
MEjews with Hate-Crime 
Legislation in the Major Countries 

 
oo) MEjews and Apartheid Israel 

 
pp) MEjews and the Arab Hatred of the 

US and Israel 



 
qq) MEjew Ritual Murder of a Million 

Children 
 

rr) MEjews Murder 60+ Million White 
Christian Russians after the MEjew 
Putsch (usually called the Russian 
Revolution of 1917) 

 
ss)  MEjew Control  of Child Custody 

Courts to Steer Children to Ritual 
Murder 

 
tt)   MEjews and Cronies (Bush Family) 

Invade Afghanistan to Restore the 
Drugs Trade after the Taliban were 
Shutting it Down 

 
uu)  MEjews Design Viruses, AIDS, 

Ebola, SARS, etc 
 



vv) MEjew Destruction of National 
Health (Aspertain, Fluoride, Chem 
Trails) 

 
ww) MEjews Control the Government 

Regulators, Undermining 
Regulation 

 
xx) MEjew Control of Monsanto, and 

Global Dominance of GMO 
(genetically  modified) Food, Seeds, 
Bee Decline 

 
yy) MEjew Control of the FDA (Food 

and Drug Administration) which 
Serves the Interests of MEjew 
Controlled Food Companies 

 
zz) MEjew (Rockefeller) Control of the 

United Nations (UN) and Its World 
Dictatorship and Depopulation Plan 
(Reduction of World Population to 
about Half a Billion) 



 
 

aaa) MEjews and Drug Money 
 

bbb) MEjews Control the Pharmacy 
Industry 

 
ccc)   MEjew Control Half the US 

Supreme Court 
 

ddd)   MEjews and the Fukushima 
Attack to Control Japan 

 
eee) MEjew Divide and Conquer 

Strategy (Immigration Policy, 
NAACP, Diversity, PC) 

 
fff) MEjews and Creation/Control of 

Secret Societies (Bilderberg, Royal 
Institute of International Affairs 
(RIIA), Council on Foreign 
Relations (CFR), Trilateral 
Commission) 



 
The Council on Foreign  Relations (CFR) 
was formed in the US in 1921 by Colonel 

House (the MEjew shadow right hand man 

of President Wilson) and others. Its purpose 

was to “educate the American people on the 

desirability of global government.” Their 

earlier attempt to do that (the League of 

Nations) failed in the interwar period. 
 
The Trilateral Commission (tri = US, 

Europe, Japan) was formed in 1973 by 

David Rockefeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski 

and five other members of the Council on 

Foreign Relations (CFR). It is a bit more 

open,  than the much more secretive CFR 

and aimed at including the Asian economies. 

 

Senator Barry Goldwater 

 

“David Rockefeller’s newest international 

cabal (“The Trilateral  Commision) is 

intended to be the vehicle for multinational 



consolidation of the commercial and 

banking interests by seizing control of the  

political  government  of the  United States.” 

Senator Barry Goldwater, With No 

Apologies, 1979 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEq3_X

mJW2k 

 

 

MEjew Creation of Dictatorship Laws 
(Removal of Habeas Corpus and Posse 
Comitatus, Patriot Act, NDAA) 

 
ggg) MEjew Assassination of 6 US 

Presidents (Jackson (almost) (who 
called the MEjew Banksters “a den 
of vipers), Lincoln (who created the 
green back, an interest free currency 
issued by the Treasure), Garfield 
(who pushed for a bi-metallic (gold 
and silver) monetary standard, 
McKinley (who pushed for a gold 
standard), Kennedy (who planned to 



do the same as Jackson), Reagan 
(almost) who wanted to do the same 
as Kennedy) 

 
hhh) MEjew Assassination of US 

Congressmen (..) 
 

iii) MEjew Killing of European Kings 
(King Gustav of Sweden) 

 
jjj) MEjew Control of Julius Ceasar, 

later Assassinated (Bill Still Money 

Masters) 
 

kkk) MEjew Wars Against King-Dollar 
Rivals 

 
lll) MEjews Bribe ProMEjew Dictators 

 
mmm) MEjews and AIPAC 

 
nnn) MEjew Selection of Presidents 

 



ooo) MEjew Indebtment and 
Destruction of Nations 

 
ppp) MEjew Control of Politicians 

 
qqq)  MEjews and the UN Agenda 21 to 

Kill Off 7 Billion People; Georgia 
Guidestones 

 
rrr) MEjews Build FEMA Camps, Buy 

Billions of Bullets and Mass Plastic 
Coffins 

 
sss) MEjew Plan to Chip and Control 

the Non MEjews 
 

ttt) MEjew Control of the Law 
 

uuu)  MEjew Control of Higher 
Education 

 
vvv) MEjew Rewriting of History 

 



www) MEjew Banksters Destroy 
Democracies 

 
xxx) MEjew Control of the Media, 

(Comcast, Time Warner-AOL, 
Disney, CBS, Vivendi Universal, 
Viacom, News Corporation, 
Bertelsmann AG), Publishing, News 
Sources (Reuters, Associated Press), 
and Hollywood  

 
yyy) MEjews Use Hollywood to 

Undermine Constructive Values  
 

zzz)   MEjews and Mind Control 
 

aaaa) MEjew Controlled Media Lie 
to Public about Growth Rate, 
Inflation Rate, Unemployment Rate, 
etc. 

 
bbbb) MEjew Influence on Migration 

Policy 



 
cccc)  MEjew Plans for World 

Dictatorship (New World Order) 
 

dddd) MEjews Started, Control  the 
United Nations (UN) 

 
eeee)   MEjew Pushing of Climate 

Control Myth and Tax 
 

ffff) MEjew False Flag Events, 9/11 
 

gggg) MEjews and the “4th Reich” 
 

hhhh) MEjews and Black Projects 
 

iiii) MEjews Used HAARP (Earthquake 
Machine) on Japan 

 
jjjj)  MEjew Theft of Palestine 

 
kkkk)  MEjews and the Bomb 

 



llll) MEjew Lying about Nazi Gassing 
 

mmmm) MEjew Laws Against Nazi 
Gassing Denial in Many Major 
Countries 

 
nnnn) MEjews and Recent US Wars 

(Kissinger, Cheney, Rumsfeld, Perle, 
Wolfowitz, Brezinski) 

 
oooo)  MEjew Banksters Murder 

their Middle Management to 
Destroy Incriminating Evidence of 
Massive Bankster  Fraud (over 30 
so far) 

 
pppp)  MEjew Mafia 

 
qqqq)   MEjew Creation of Fake Oil 

Shortage 
 

rrrr)   MEjew Monopoly on Diamonds, 
Massively Raising their Price 



 
ssss)  MEjews Block Superior Energy 

Technologies (1000s of >20% 
Energy Efficiency Patents 
Suppressed) 

 
tttt)  MEjew Control of Shills (Ed 

Griffin, Alex Jones, etc) 
 

 
Part 3 

 
PROSECUTING  the MEjews 

 
a) Collating the Evidence 
 
b) Spreading the Word 

 
c) Putting Massive Moral Pressure on 

the MEjews 
 

d) The “MJP” (MEjew Prosecutors) 
 



e) Get the MJP to use an IBM 
“Watson” type AI to track down 
evidence for the massive crimes 
against humanity of the MEjews. 

 
f) MEjew Target List for MEjew 

Prosecutors (MJP) (Banksters : 
David Rockefeller, David de 
Rothschild, Evelyn de Rothschild, 
James Diamon; Neocons : Frank 
Carlucci, Kissinger, Cheney, George 
Bush Snr., Rumsfeld, Perle, 
Wolfowitz, Brzezinski, James Baker, 
Paul Wolfeson, George Soros, 
Timothy Geitner, Benjamin 
Netanyahu, Chuck Hegel, John 
Kelley, Susan Rice, Murray Strong 
(Agenda 21 Document Author at UN) 

 
g) The Iceland Model on how to 

deMEjew a Country 
 



h) Kill the Fed! Kill the IRS! Vote the 
Bums out! (The MEjew Banksters 
and the Politicians they Control/Buy) 

 
i) Legal Backlash/White Dragon, 

Round-op Alpha, etc 
 

j) US Patriotic MEjewster Counter 
Conspiracy  

 
k) MEjew Mind Control of Second Tier 

Banksters and Neocons, MK Ultra 
 

l) MEjews are Being Assassinated 
(Richard Malinscafe (Fed Board 
Member), Richard Rockefeller, 
several members of the Warburg 
family, and many others 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Zuxs374beMI) 

 



m) Division within US Leadership and 
Defense between Pro MEjew and 
AntiMEjew 

 
n) China’s (and Russia’s) Role in 

Killing the Fed and  the Dollar 
 

o) Kabal Bunkers Nuked 
 

p) US Sheriffs and State Governments 
Rebel Against Federal Dictatorial 
Legislation (Gun Control, etc) 

 
q) Creating Debt Free Money 

 
r) Solutions Options 

 
i) State run banks, e.g. BND (Bank 

of North Dacota, Ellen Brown; 
state banks have local interests at 
hear, federal banks don’t, they 
borrow cheap money from the Fed 



and don’t give loans to locals, too 
risky in comparison) 

ii) Competing currencies, eliminates 
need for a central bank, loans 
made without interest (as in 
Hitler’s Germany) 

iii)  Digital currencies, bitcoin (fixed 
number of them, 21 million, 
market demand increases value of 
a bitcoin) 
corbettreport.com/federalreserve 

  
 

s) Voting Out  MEjewed Politicians 
 

t) Create a Money Free US Legislature, 
Based on the Scandinavian Model 

 
u) Remove Dictatorial Statutes 

 
v) DeMEjewification,  Quotas 

 



w) The Rise of the BRICS Nations 
Powerbloc 

 
x) China Controls the IMF, and 

Bought the US’s Biggest Bank J.P. 
Morgan, so Controls some of the US 
Fed(eral Reserve Board) 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Fsd77ljZXUE) 

 
y) BRICS Nations Establishing a Gold 

Backed Currency (plus gas, oil, 
silver) that will replace the dollar 
which will fade to nothing. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
LqPcHF6I6H0 

z) Rid the World of Poverty, Ignorance, 
Free Education 

 
aa) Education of Public re MEjews to 

Avoid Repetition of their Massive 
Crimes 

 



 
APPENDICES 
 
* List of over 100 European regions, 

countries that Jews have been thrown out of 

over the past 1000 years. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Note : Terms post fixed with an asterix (*) 

are originals. Terms used in a definition are 

in (non bold) italics. 

 

Antigoyism(*) : A prejudicial attitude by 

Jews against the goy(im) (non Jews), the 

opposite of antisemitism. Anti-MEjew 

critics claim that antisemitism is generated 

by antigoyism. 

 

Antisemitism : A prejudicial attitude by the 

Goy against Jews, the opposite of 



antigoyism. Anti-MEjew critics claim that 

antisemitism is generated by antigoyism. 

 
Goy : A non Jew, (a.k.a. gentile) 
 
Goybaby(*) : A goy (non Jew) who gullibly 

believes the propaganda of the MEjew 

controlled mass media, e.g. Jews as victims 

rather than as generators of antisemitism, 

Jews were gassed at Auschwitz, it is taboo 

to criticize Jews, etc 

 
Jewbaby(*) : An ordinary Jew who gullibly 

believes the propaganda of the MEjew 

controlled mass media, e.g. Jews as victims 

rather than as generators of antisemitism, 

Jews were gassed at Auschwitz, it is taboo 

to criticize Jews, etc 

 

Jewbro(*) : (Short for Jewish Brother, “bro” 

rhymes with “go”), an ordinary Jew who 

blindly, naively, supports MEjews, simply 



because the MEjews are fellow Jews. 

MEjewsters are critical of Jewbros. 

 
MEjews(*) : Massively evil, massively 

exploitative Jews, who commit massive 

crimes against humanity, e.g. MEjew central 

banksters who steal half our taxes, inflate 

our money, generate wars, start depressions, 

bribe politicians, destroy democracies, 

indebt and destroy countries; MEjew 

Neocons, who push US politicians into  

wars favoring Israel,  that cost trillions of 

dollars  paid for by American tax payers; 

MEjew CEOs of media companies who 

generate negative publicity to destroy the 

reputations of politicians who oppose the 

MEjews, etc 

 

MEjewsters(*) : People (both Goys and 

ordinary Jews) who feel a hatred against the 

massive crimes against humanity of the 

MEjews and work to prosecute (juice) them 

 



Ordinary Jews : Ordinary (“average Joe”),  

harmless Jews who are as much the victim  

of MEjews as are the Goy 

 

Saintly Jews(*) : Genius Ashkenazi Jews in 

Pure Math and Mathematical Physics, Nobel 

Prize winners, Fields and Abel Prize 

winners, who use their genius intelligence 

levels to truly benefit humanity; the polar 

opposite of MEjews. 



 

WANTED 

DEAD OR ALIVE 
 

 
 

 JEWISH CENTRAL 

  BANKSTER FOR 

 AMERICIDE 
 


